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SLDD_-ARY

Computational solutions have been obtained for chemically reacting flowfields

over the entire windward surface of the Space Shuttle at high angle-of-attack. The

recently develg_pe_ computational method for the Space Shuttle is capable of treating

three-dimensional viscous nonequilibrium air flow as well as equilibrium air and per-

fect gas flows. A general nonorthogonal computational grid system is used to treat

the nonaxisymmetric geometry. Boundary conditions take into account noncatalytic

wall, equilibrium catalytic wall, and shock and wall slip conditions. The nonequi-

librium solutions with noncatalytic wall condition are compared to the fully cata-

lytic wall solutions, the equilibrium air solutions, the perfect gas solutions, and

also _he Shuttle flight heating and pressure data. The comparisons show good agree-

ments and correlations in most cases.

!NTRODUCTION

Recently the nonequilibrium effect on the Shuttle reentry flowfield has been

widely investigated to reduce the surface heating by employing a proper surface

material. The purpose of the present paper is to accurately predict the three-

dimensional nonequilibrium flowfield over the entire Shuttle windward surface and

compare the result with the flight data of heating rate and pressure. For a few

typical reentry flight conditions, the nonequilibrium solutions were obtained for

both noncatalytic and fully catalytic wall conditions, and compared with the corres- ..

ponding equilibrium and perfect gas solutions. The present numerical scheme was also

extended to include the capability to treat the nonequilibrium wall and shock slip

conditions.

The present numerical method (SHTNEQ) has been developed based on the two-

dimensional nonequilibrium flowfield code by Miner and Lewis (ref. I) and the three-

dimensional perfect gas code by Szema and Lewis (ref. 2). 1_e complete governing

equations and the description of the present method are given by Kim, Swaminathan and •

Lewis (ref. 3). The SHTNEQ method uses a general nonorthogonal computational grid

system to treat the nonaxis_etric Shuttle geometry. Since the three-dimensional

viscous shock-layer equations are parabolic in both the streamwise and crossflow di-

rections, the equations are solved by a highly efficient finite-difference scheme

develeped by Murray and Lewis (ref. 41, which requires much less cemput_nB ti=e than

PNS or time-dependent methods. The present method can solve both subsonic _nd super- .
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sonic flows and requires the sho,:k shape as initial input data. The shock shapes for

the present Shuttle calculations were provided by the inviscid HALIS method of

Weilmuenster and Hamilton (ref. 5).

In the later sections, a description of the governing equations and boundary

ccnditions is given, and the thermodynamic properties and chemical reaction model

used in the present calculations are also°described. It is known that the nonequi-

librium real gas effects persist through a wide range of the Shuttle reentry trajec-

tory (altitudes of 122 to 50 km). In the present work, three points along the tra-

jectory of the second Space Shuttle flight (STS-2) are chosen, and the numerical so-

lutions are obtained over the entire windward surface of the body. These freestream

conditions arc the same as used in ref. 3, and the present paper is an extension of

the previous paper by including more calculations with comparisons to additional

flight data and also the wall and shock slip effects. The computational results of

the surface heating rate and pressure predictions are compared with the STS-2 flight

data. The variations of some shock-layer profiles along the body are also presented.

SYMBOLS
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QW
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specific heat at constant pressure

nonequil%brium solution with fully catalytic wall

vector in streamwise (_i) direction

vector ih normal (_2) direction

vector in circumferential (_3) direction

Shuttle body total length, 32.84 m

freestream Mach number

nonequilibrium solution with noncatalyti@ wall

nonequilibrium flow calculation

shock-layer thickness nondimensionalized by R
n

pressure, p*/(p_)

perfect gas solution

same as _ in cylindrical coordinates

same as pw/p_

surface heating rate due to conduction and diffusion (MW_m 2)

-i
freestream unit Reynolds number, m

dimensional Shuttle nose radius, 62.23 cm (24.5 inches)
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STS

SIgN

T

Tref

t

U

U,V_

U/UINF

W.
1

Y/_

z,r,_

Z/L

g

B

_ref

Shuttle nonequilibrium, the present numerical method

space transportatiJn system

surface distance along body nondimensionalized by R
n

temperature, T*/Tre f

dimensional reference temperature, U_/Cp_

Shuttle entry time from 122 km altitude

dimensional frees[ream velocity

streamwise, no rma_ _nd circumferential velocity tensor components

nondimensionalized by U

streamwise v$iocit-:, u*/U

species production term

body-normal distance nondimensionalized b_ R
n

reference cylindrical coordinates

axial distance along body, same as z/L

angle of attack, degree

Re,molds number parameter, [_ref/(g URn)]½

viscosity, D*/_ref

reference viscosity evaluated at Tre f

_i,_2,_ 3 computational coordinates

O density, e*/O_

Superscript

* dimensional quantity

Subscript

i species i

w wall value

dimensional freestream value
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ANALYSIS

Governing Equations

The governing equations are derived from the steady Navier-Stokes equations for

a reacting gas mixture as given by Bird et al. (re?. 6), and they are written in a

surface-oriented general nonorthogonal coordinate system (see fig. I). The _i cc-

ordinate consists of straight lines in the surface-normal direction. At the body

surface, the _3 coordinate is chosen to coincide witb the _ coordinate of the ref-

erence cylindrical coordinate system. The coordinate system requires orthogonality

oniy at the _ody surface. The normal velocity v and normal coordinate _2 are assumed

to be the order of c, and all terms which are of higher order than E are neglected i_

the governing equations. The Iccal physical velocity vector is defined as

= U_l + rE2 + wE 3

where the u, v and w a_@_tensor velocity components in the computational coordinate

system. Only laminar flow is considered in the present analysis. The derived nondi-

mensional form of the three-dimensional viscous shock-layer equations for a reacting

gas mixture is given in ref. 3.

Boundary Conditions

At the body surface, the slip and temperature-jump boundary condition_ can be

used if necessary. The nonequilibrlum wall slip equations given by Hendricks (ref. 7)

have been rewritten for the present coordinate system and chemical model. The _al-

culated Reynolds number parameter £ was less than 0.108 for the present t_st cases

which indicates that the slip effects on the heating rate and surface pressure ",_ll

be small (see e.g. ref 8), but the sllp effects on some shock-layer profiles over

the nose region are calculated and presented. The wall temperature is specified by

the STS-2 flight thermocouple data. In the preBent calculations, the wall species

concentration is dictated by the noncatalytic or fully catalytic condition, but the

boundary condition can easily be extended to include the effects of finite wall

catalycity on the recombination of dissociated air. At the low surface temperature

of Shuttle, the equilibrium catalytic wall condition can be replaced by the fully
catalytic wall condition.

In the present method, shock shape information is necessary_ as an input which is

used for the calculation of the shock-boundary condition. The three-dimersional

shock-boundary conditions with slip effects (modified Ranklne-Hugoniot Jump relations)

given by Murray and Lewis (ref. 4) have been extended to include flnite-rate chemistry
and the nonorthogonal coordinate system. Two-dimensional shock-normal coordinates

are defined in the plane which contains both the freestream velocity vector and the

vector which is normal to the local shock surface. Then, the freestream velocity

vector is written in the shock-normal coordinates, and two-dimensional shock-crossing

conditions are calculated in the shock-normal coordinates. The known after-shock

quantities are rotated into the three-dimensional computational coordinate_.

Thermodynamic and Transport Properties

Multi-component ionizing air is ccnsidered to be a mixture of ther_ fly perfect

gases, and the thermodynamic and transport properties for each species are calculated
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using the local temperature. The properties for the gas mixture are then determined

in t=rms of the individual species properties. The enthalpy and specific heat of

each species are obtained from the thermodynamic data tabulated by Brc_e (refs. 9-11).

A second-order Lagrangian method is used to interpolate the values at a given tempera-

ture. The viscosity of the individual species is calculated from the cu=-ve fit re-

lation given by Blottner (ref. 12), and the thermal conductivity of each species is

calculated from the Eucken semi-empirical formula using the species visaosity and

specific heat. After the viscosity and thermal conductivity of the iniividual species

are calculated, the viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gas mixture are calcu-

lated by the method suggested by Armaly and Sutton (refs. 13, 14). In _be present

work, the diffusion model is limited to binary diffusion with the bina_--v diffusion

coefficient specified by the Lewis number of 1.4.

Chemical Reaction Model

It is assumed that the ;hem$cal reactions proceed at a finite rate. and the rate

of production terms _i of the individual species are included in the emergy equation

and the species continuity equations. The w i terms are functiops of beth the _em-

perature and the species concentrations, apd they must be rewritten so that the tem-

perature or the species concentrations appear as one of the unknowns as given in

ref. i. In the present calculations, the chemical reaction model and =he reaction-

rate constants are taken from Blottner (rpf. 15). Seven (7) chemical s_cies are con-

sidered in the reactions; viz., 0, 0 2 , NO, N, NO + , N 2, and e-. The foIle_,ring pure air

chemical reactions are used for the present study:

I.

2

3

4

5

6

7

02 + M1 _ 20 + M1

N 2 + M2 _ 2N + M2

N 2 + N +_ 2N + N
-+

NO + M3 + N + 0 + M3

NO + 0 _- 02 + N

N 2 + 0 _ NO + N
N + 0 ++ NO++ e-

where Mi, M_ and M3 are the catalytic third bodies (_ -_. Since the rate of pro-

duction terms are for nonequilibrium F!ows, the prese od encounters difficulty

in obtaining a converged solution whenever the flow _ _. _s approach equilibrium.

The difficulty is severe, particularly at the stagnat_ " point.

Numerical Solution

Davis (ref. 8) presented an implicit finite-difference method to solve the vis-

cous shock-layer equations for axially symmetric flows, and Murra= and Lewis (ref. 4)

further developed the scheme for three-dimensional flows. In the pres_= work, the

method is extended to the chemically reacting three-dimensional flowfieid solution in

a surface-oriented nonorthogonal coordinate system. Since the viscous shock-layer

equations are parabolic in both the stneamwise and crossflow directiomm, the equations

are solved by a highly efficient finite-difference scheme. The continuity and normal

momentum equations are solved in a couplcd form to promote convergence- The shock

stand-off distance is evaluated by integrating the continuity equation.

The solution b_gins on the spherically blunted nose by obtaining _ axisymmetric

solution in the wind-fixed coordinate system. The axisymmetric solution is rotated

into the body-fixed coordinates and is used as the initial profile for =he three-
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dimensional solution. The three-dimensional solution begins in the windw_erd 71ate

and marches around the body obtaining a converged solution at each _3-ste_. :_-="

completing a sweep at a _l-marching station, the procedure then steps do,_tr_=-= in

_i and begins the next _3-sweep. At each point the equations are solved in the f_!-

lowing order: (i) species continuity, _iii) _3-momentum, (iii) energy, (iT) _i-_c=em--

tum, (v) integration of continuity for shock-layer thickness, and (vi) ccmp!en ern-

tinuity and normal momentum equations.

RESULTS _'D DISCUSSION

In order to _redict the Shuttle reentry flowfield, _hree test cases ,ere :h_em

and the viscous windward flowfield solutions were obtained using various nme_iaal

models. For the _de range of the Shuttle reentry conditions (above 50 i_. el:i:_ie_

the nonequilibriu_ effects can occur, and the nonequilibrium effects are i mrges: _e_m

the nose of the bcdy and around t = 450 sec on the trajectory (ref. 16). __he _!:i-

tudes selected for the presen_ calculations are 81, 70 and 60 km (t = 250. 460, 6i0

sec, respectively). Detailed freestream conditions for the three test cases ere

given in table I. The inviscid input shock_hapes for the present calculations __m=ve

been provided by the HALLS method for an angle-of-attack of 40 deg for bo_in perfemt

gas and equilibri ,_ air. The inviscid _Z_LIS shock was available only up to z/l =
0.5 or less. The viscous flowfield solutions for perfect gas ard equilibr_-'um air hat-e-

been obtained up to z/L = 0.5 in order to compare with the nonequilibrium moluti_=s-

The nonequilibrium solutions, however, _ere obtained for the entire windward surfmce

up to the body end using an extended shock. The shock extension was done _sin_ :he

STEIN (ref. 17) solution of the s>ock shape for an angle-of-attack of 25 deg. _ne em--

tended shock was scaled and smoothed before being used as input data. In order :o

enhance the accuracy of the nonequilibri_._n viscous solution, a global itermtiom h_s

been performed using the viscous output shock as an input.

The nonequilibrium solutions have been obtained for both noncatalytic and fully

catalytic wall conditions for the purpose of comparison. The cross-sectio_.s of =he
madified Shuttle orbiter which have been used for the invisc_d and viscous solntirns

are depicted in fig. 2. £resented results ihclude the surface heating rase, s'arfmce

pressure, shock shapes, a few shock-layer profiles, and finally slip effecr_s o,--erthe

nose region. The flight heating-rate data obtained from the method by Thr__ckmcr--.-_-

(ref. 18) are used for comparison ,_ith the cemputational results. The fl'___nt _easure--

ment data'of pressure are used for comparison with the present surface-premsure pre-

dictions.

Surface Heating Rate

The heating-rate predictions along the windward centerline are compared with

each other in fig. 3 for Case i. The nonequilibrium solution with noncataSytic _!I

condition agrees well with the _ight da_a for most of the region. The no_equiiibriu=_

solution with fully catalytic wall condition shows qui_c close agreement vi_h the

equilibrium =_r solution. The heating-rate prediction from the perfect gas model is

below the equilibrium air solution but well above the noncatalytic wall soluticu for

the entire body. _ne reason for the local mismatch around z/L = 0.2 is no_ currently

kno_. At z/L = 0._, the perfect -'gas solution is 20% lower than the equi!i_ri_-_-_ _o-

!ution and 50% higher than the noncatalytic war1 solution. In fact, the s_r_ace

finite cat_lytic effect for Case I is neg!igibie compared to that for Ca_e_ 2 a_d _,

due to the altitude dependence cf the surface catalytic activity (ref. 19). _ne de-

crease of the heating after z/L = 0.8 is due to the slope change of the bc6y surfa:e-
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For Cases 2 and 3, the g,:neral trends of the computed heating rates are similar

to the result of Case I, but the noncatalytic wall solution underpredicts compare4 _e

the flight data especially on the nose region and the body-end region as shown i=

figs. 4 and 5. The discrepancy over those regions may be due t_ the surface cat=-iTti:

effect as recently discussed by other investigators (refs. 16, 19 and 20). In fiz. 6_

the nonequilibriu_ solution with noncatalytic wall condition along the body is sh_,_

for various C-planes, together with the corresponding equilibri,_ air solution f:r

Case 2. The equilibrium air solution is much higher than the ncncatalytic wall _iu-

tion for all the 2-planes. In fig. 6, the surface heating distributions aleng the

body for all the z-planes are shown. The sudden increase of the heating rate at

= 80 deg and z/L = 0.5 is due to the spanwise slope change of the 5cdy surfa4e

along the Dody (see fig. 2). At z/L = 0.6 and _ = 90 deg, the :olutien did not :s=-

verge, due to the severe surface slope change of the wing tip section. The calcu-

lated windward spanwise heating rates at two axial stations (z/L = 0.2 and z/L = ].44

for Case 2 are shown in fig. 7. The comparisons among the various chemical models

show similar trends and corre£a_z:_ns for the spanwise heating rate distributions Jue

to the flow expansion around the body. The flight data were available only at the

windward centerline (¢ = 0 deg), and the data agree well with the roncatalytic wall

solution.

Surface Pressure Comparison

In fig. 8 the surface-pressure distribution over the entire Shuttle windward

surface is presented together with the available flight data for comparison. The

C-planes from i0 deg to 40 deg were omitted on the plot because the results for those

planes were almost identical with the result for the windward centerline. The agree-

ment with flight data is good especially on the windward center!ine for Cases 2 =_-_d3.

In fig. 9 the spanwise surface pres_u#e distributions are sho_m at two axial stations

(z/L = 0.i and z/L = 0.2)." The present calculation tends to underpredict over the

flow expansion region (off the centerline) compared to the flight data (e.g. abou: 20%

underprediction at 0 = 67 deg, z/L = 0.i). This disagreement may he due to the "-----

certainty of the flight data. A computation using a smaller ¢-stepsize may also rm-

duce the discrepancy. The present solution by the SHTN_Q method used >-stepsize =f

i0 deg around the body, and this stepsize may not be small enough for the noncircular

cross section of the Shuttle geometry (see fig. 2). If more _-pianes than the presenm

i0 planes were included in the computation, the current relatively large storage re-

quirement and computing _ime would increase accordingly.

(

Shock-Layer Thickness

A comparison of the shock-layer thickness distributions along the body at the

= 0 plane which has been obtained from various chemical models ks shown in fig. i0.

All the viscous shock shape results except the in,iscid shock are from the once

globally iterated results. When an 3nviscxd input sheck is not very accurate, the

output shock shape is, in general, different from the input shock. In such a case,

a global iteration is necessary in order to refine the entire f!_wfieid solutio,_.

Thus, for the present three test cases, all the presented viscous flowfie!d solutlzns

are from the first global iteration. The inviscid shock is from the _kLIS code and

was available only up to z/L = 0.5 as mentiofied earlier. The inviscid ffALIS shock

for _ = 40 deg has been extended by the inviscid shock of _ = 25 deg from _he S.-Y-_IN

method. The extended shock was scaled and smoothed, and then used as the input shock

data for the initial calculation (zeroth iteration). _en the various viscous shz_k-

laye_ thicknesd_s ar_ compared to the inviscid perfect gas shock at z/L = 0.4, the
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viscous perfect gas shock is 86.7%, the nonequilibrium shock is 52.8% and the
_uilibrium shock is 36.1%. The shock from the fully catalytic wall condition

_imost identical to the nonc_talytic wall solution.

Comparison of Shock-Layer Profiles

The nonequilibrium flowfield structure of the viscous shock-layer at a few

-_-elected axial stations on the windward centerline is depicted for both the non-

z_=talytic and fully catalytic wall conditJur_s in figs. 11-14. The 7rofiles inci2de

-_e_perature, tangential velocity and mass fractions of oxygen and nitrogen atoms re--

Case 2 (t = 460 sec). The temperature and velocity prcfiles in figs. ii and 12 _--hcw

_.hat the viscous effects are dominant across the entire shock-layer, especially :n

-_he forward Dart of the body. At the axial station of z/L = 0.046 in the plot --f

temperature p_ofile, the wall temperature gradient of the fully catalytic wall s:!u-

tion is larger than that of the noncatalytlc Wall solution, which produced _ 34%

larger conduction heating rate. At the same station the heating rate due to the
mass diffusion was 93% of the conduction heating rate in the fully catalytic wall sa--

iution. The diffusive heating in the noncatalytic wall case was, of course, negligiTx

T'me surface chemical catalycity has negligible effect on the velocity profile as

shown in fig. 12. The mass-fraction profiles of oxygen and nitrogen clearly sho_ th_
e._fects of the noncatalytic and fully catalytic wall conditions. In the noncataiTti'-

_iI c_se, the oxygen atom concentration at the wall remains almost ccnstant alo=_

the body, while the nitrogen atom concentration is reduced downstream due tc more

rapid, recombination.

Slip Effects

The SHTN_EQ method has been further extended to include the shock slip and tine

_ii sliR condition_. In high altitude freestream conditions, the conventional

frozen shock crossing of Rankine-Hugoniot relations for nonequilibrium flows giv___

poor prediction of the after-shock quantities. It is known that the slip effecr__ om

surface-measurable quantities like heating rate and pressure are significant,

__specially for reentry bodies with a smaii nose radius a= very bigh altitude. F._r

the Space Shuttle geometry at the test case freestream conditions, however, the _l-

c-elated Reynolds number parameter _ was less than 0.108 which indicates that the _i_

effects on the surface-measurable quantities will not be significant (ref. 8). in

fig. 15, the shock-slip effects on the temperature profile and mass fraction of

oxygen and nitrogen atoms are shown at the stagnation point. The slip temperatm_a am

the shock is less than the no-slip temperature by 1500 K. The shock-slip effect

on the oxygen mass-fraction distribution across the shock-layer is limited to the

region near the bow shock_, but fo_ nitrogen the shock-slip effect is propagated ell

through the shock-layer. Figure 16 shows the wall-slip effects on the surface t=_-

perature and axial flow velocity jumps over'the nose region for Case 2. The amomt

of the temperatLre jump is about 200 K at the stagnation point, and the slip

velocity is 0.0056 times the freSstream velocity at S/_N = 0.8.

Computing Times

The computing times required for the flowfield computations of all the test

=cases are lis=ed in table II. The computing times are based on an IBM 370/3081

general purpose computer. The nonequ_librium computations took about one and a =_mlf

h_urs CPU time for solving the entire Shuttle windward surface. When an input sh:ck
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data is not accurate, generally a global iteration is _equired, thus consuming mere

computing time uhan the tabulated one. l"ne computing times for the perfect gas ar_

equilibrium air are for the solution of the first half of the body (up to z/L = 0.5).

The sol:_tion of the perfect gas or equilibrium air flows tcok relatively small ccn-

puting times (less than 20% of nonequillbrlum case). _e axial marching step-sizes

are controlled internally in the code considering -_he number of local iterations

taken. A fixed _nput of 51 or I01 grid points was used in the surface-normal di-

rection and i0 planes were used around the body for the windward surface (i0 deg

step-slze). _ne leeward surface o= the Space Shut--ie was not considered, because

solution cannot be obtained by tbe present method _ue to strong flow separation. Uhe

storage requirement of the present SHTNEQ code is _52 kilo-bite- = in -he IBM 370/_I

computer.

CONCLUSIONS

In general, the ro_?,ur .-,el results of surface heating rate'for the three-

dimensional nonequi!ib_ ' _i_field over the Space Shuttle compare _ell _ith the

available flight data The flight heating rate data are higher than the _oncata-

lytlc wall solution especially on th_ nose region and the body end due to the surface

finite catalytic effect. The nonequillbrlum solution with fully catalytic: wall gives

quite close agreement with the equilibrium heating rate predictiov. The _erfect _as

se!ution of surface heating rate is less than the equilibrium solution but higher

than the flight data for the entire region. The calculated pressure distribution also

shows good agreement with the flight data. The calculated noneq,_librium shock- and

wall-slip effects on the heating rate were negligible for the present test _ases. The

computing times taken for the nonequilibrium calculation are reasonable z0nslderim_

the large size bf the computational grid due to the complex Shuttle geometry and =he

chemical reactions of seven species. Further work is planned to calculate the effects

of finite catalytic wall conditions on the three-d_--mensional nonequi!ibrium flewfi@id.
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TABLE I. TEST CASE FREESTREAM CONDITIONS

Case t Altitude _ M_ Re= U= T= P_

No. (sec) (kin) (deg) (m-i) (kin/s) (K) (arm)

i 250 85.74 41.0 26.6 2726. 7.53 199. 3.587E-C6

2 _60 74.98 40.0 25.5 15686. 7.20 198. 2.1_2E-0_

3 650 71.29 39.4 23.4 ° "25756. 6.73 205. 3.965E-05

TABLE II. COMPUTING TIMES a FOR TEST CASES

Case --- z/L Grid Size of CPU Time

Flow Model No. from - to _l-step s _2-PtS _3-Pl_--_es (H:M:S)

Nonequilibrium ! O. - 0.93 127 51 I0 i:20:34

Noncatalytic 2 0. - 0.93 129 51 i0 1:50:28
3 0. - 0.93 142 51 i0 1:51:40

Nonequilibrium i O. - 0.93 123 51 I0 1:23:02

Fully Catalytic 2 O. - 0.93 124 51 i0 1:26:53

3 0. - 0.93 124 51 I0 1:27:22

Perfect Gas

1 0. - 0.50 78 !01 I0 0:07:07

2 0. - 0.50 78 I01 I0 0:07:00

3 0. - 0.50 78 I01 i0 0:07:05

1 0. - 0.453 72 i01 I0 0:08:32

Equilibri,_ 2 0. - 0.4"53 72 i01 i0 0:08:28
3 0. - 0.453 72 i01 I0 0:08:27

aCPU time cn IBM 370/3081, H=OPT2 comp=ler
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Figure i.- Body-generator nenorthogonal coordinate system.
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Figure 2.- Cross sections of the modified Shuttle orbiter.
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